Collective Action on Climate & Health Consultation Event – Part One: On-line

Outline Agenda

Friday, 11th September

13:45 – 14:00  Arrival and Check-in

14:00 – 15:20  Session 1 – Setting the Scene

Welcome and Introduction

Gary McKeone
Programme Director, St George’s House

Context to this initiative - Dr Fiona Godlee

Breakout #1 – Values and beliefs
Breakout #2 – Systems, synergies and change

15:20 – 15:35  Comfort Break

15:35 – 17:00  Session 2 – Recommendations, Actions and Momentum

Breakout #3 Towards common public messaging that would enable health professionals to better activate communities and citizens to change their behaviour in pursuit of net-zero emissions

17:00 – 17:30  Check-out and close
Next steps and developing this agenda between now and Part 2 of the Consultation
Dr Mike Clarke

Concluding remarks
Dr Rowan Williams
Master, Magdalene College